RELIABILITY:
the GOOD,
the BAD,
and the UGLY
A Network Connectivity Report

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
HOW RELIABLE IS THE INTERNET?

THE DOWNRIGHT UGLY

We tracked all Google Alerts1 for the key phrase “Internet outage”
throughout 2015 and found 263 unique major Internet outages that were
covered by global news services. Amongst these, 195 reported incidents
provided the cause of the outage. The number one cause by far was
accidental cut lines with a 40% share. Overall, nearly 78% of reported
incidents were due to factors beyond the control of the service provider
such as 3rd party accidents, weather, and vandalism.

$100,000 underestimates the true cost according to many analysts. At a
moderate estimate of $150,000 per hour, large enterprises leave over
$18 million on the table each year. IHS Infonetics reports that “…companies
suffer an average of two network outages per month, with each event lasting
approximately six hours.” 3 This data point implies an uptime of 98.4%. Our
internal business intelligence data (that tracks downtime prevented for our
customers) further supports this data with the average broadband connection
performing at a 98.6% uptime. 16 This means that an average business loses
over 10 hours of connectivity each month – for large enterprises that means
over $18 million worth of loss each year.

THE GOOD STUFF
A reliable Internet connection that is always-up, fast, and of high-quality
can make a business hum. Whether it’s processing credit cards, updating
inventory status from multiple locations, tracking just-in-time inventory or
just responding to email, a reliable connection gives businesses the worldover an essential tool to connect devices and people. It evens the playing
field for small & medium businesses to compete against much larger
enterprises at the global stage.

LARGER IMPLICATION
The Google Alert data collected captures only a small sample of outages that
were large enough to be news-worthy. However, each day there are an
estimated 3,000 Internet outages around the world.4 This lack of reliability can
be major headwind for service providers to win the hearts and minds of
customers.

THE BAD
With many business processes now reliant on connected devices, the
stakes are high when there is an Internet outage. A loss in network
connectivity is frustrating and expensive. In the case of Payson Arizona,
over a span of nine months this small town of 15,000 people experienced
three major Internet outages. In quantifying the impact, the Payson’s
Regional Chamber of Commerce estimates $100,000 in lost sales. 2

A NEW WAY TO ENSURE RELIABILITY
Networks are complicated and when a connection inevitably degrades or fails,
it hurts. MatrixIT is changing the traditional telecom and networking model
with a simple and reliable Internet-enabled solution. Our flagship technology,
AlwaysUp, allows Enterprise and SMB customers to simplify their WAN and
mitigate the risk of downtime by combining multiple Internet connections into
a single resilient and easily-managed virtual connection. In short, we make
the Internet better for organizations with our breakthrough technology to
relieve issues related to scale, security, and quality.
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REALIBILITY & CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
MAJOR ISPs LAG IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Internet Service Providers (ISP) earned the weakest score in Temkin Group’s 2015 report5 measuring the
customer service of 278 companies in 20 industries. For the second straight year, ISPs’
customers were the most frustrated with the quality of their experience. A key reason for the continued low
grade centers around reliability – a key metric ISPs struggled to meet. The gap between the customers’
expectations and ISPs’ ability to deliver reliability continues to widen.
CASE FOR RELIABILITY
Reliability is a fundamental need. Organizations’ demand for reliability is warranted by the increasing
dependence on Internet connectivity as part of their business. Users need reliability in terms of uptime and
speed so they can be productive and help the organization meet targets. Driven by Cloud migration and
convergence of the Internet-of-things, only four short years ago the average enterprise according to IDC
was expected to manage 50 times more data by 2020.6
ISPs are faced with the very real problem of managing expectations and delivering reliable products &
services over an already congested infrastructure.

With robust reliability, businesses can extend their networks to provide customers and users with a better
experience. MatrixIT’s reliability solution, AlwaysUp, gives organizations the confidence to be productive
without the risk of downtime so they can focus on what matters – their business. This always-on
feature creates a network that’s right for the customer and maximizes the full potential of all their valuable
resources.
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THE GOOD & THE BAD: PAYSON, ARIZONA
…BIG IMPACT

SMALL TOWN…
The case of Payson, Arizona - Home of the World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo –
highlights the significant role Internet plays in our daily lives. This town of 15,000
residents leverages the Internet to connect to the wider world for everything from
education to business. When the Internet went down three times in a span of 9
months, this small town was virtually cut-off. The region’s three major Internet
outages obstructed public safety, health services, education curriculum,
merchant services, and small businesses. In short, severed Internet connections
wreaked widespread havoc and in the process made businesses realize how
vulnerable they were.
“To say Rim County is vulnerable is an understatement,” 7
- Bobby Davis, Payson economic development director

Date

Cause of Outage

1

Dec. 16, 2014

8+ hour of Internet outage due to the nibbling habits of squirrels

2

Feb. 25, 2015

8+ hour outage of Internet due to a cut line by vandals - also
knocking out northern Arizona

3

Sept. 28, 2015

13-hour Internet outage with a 21-hour cellular service outage,
thanks to a contractor digging in the wrong spot
1

2

3

The Payson Chamber of Commerce study2 revealed how dependent many
businesses have become on the Internet — and how badly an outage
disrupts their operations.
Did you have fewer customers?

No
39%

Yes
61%

Were you able to use debit/credit
cards?
Yes
13%

No
87%

Could you complete banking
transactions?

No
58%

Yes
42%

How much profit did the outage
cost you?
$1,000+
23%
$100$1,000
36%

$0-$100
41%
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A MACRO PERSPECTIVE
ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN – LAW OF AVERAGES
When you type in a URL, your browser forwards it to your ISP, which checks with a DNS server
to match the name. Your ISP then forwards the request to the appropriate IP address. This
request will go through a number of routers and switches along the way and once received, the
remote server returns the requested file to you. All this happens in milliseconds and along the
way bad things can happen. To be more specific, in the town of Payson, service outages were
due to peckish squirrels, malicious vandals, and a careless construction crew. However, the
resulting $100,000 in lost sales is dwarfed when framing the issue of unreliability with a macro
perspective. By looking at the Internet as an integral part of an organization’s wide-areanetwork, we can infer that an Internet outage will disrupt key business processes.

HIDDEN REPUTATIONAL COST
“Gain a modest reputation for being unreliable and
you will never be asked to do a thing.”
- Paul Theroux

THE TRUE COST OF DOWNTIME
To gauge the breadth of impact, it’s imperative to include costs beyond just lost sales. Costs
related to lost productivity and data recovery are important components to consider. Three
technology-oriented firms attempt to estimate the total all-in cost of network downtime:
Survey sample of 210 large organizations (250+ employees) within the US,
Canada and UK determined companies lost an average of $140,000
(USD)/hour. 8

Dyn

An hour of downtime costs the average business $163,000 USD. 9

Gartner

Network downtime can cost a business up to $540,000 USD an hour. 10

{

Avaya

Moderate
Estimate

$150,000
per hour

Although these companies may have their own agenda for estimating big scary figures, it’s
undeniable that reliability does matter. For example, 57 percent of online shoppers said they
would leave a site that took longer than three seconds to load.11 Customers hate waiting. It’s
irritating, and, at a certain point, people realize their time is more valuable than the service or
product they’re waiting for, and they leave. In our social-media-centric world, a perception of
unreliability can easily snowball to sully an organization’s reputation.
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HOW RELIABLE ARE CONNECTIONS?
SCENARIO ESTIMATES

MEASURED IN AVAILABILITY
Internet service providers often market their network as being designed for 99.99% availability.
However, taking into consideration the complexity of the infrastructure needed to deliver data
transmission, everyone expects few blips along the way. But, how much unreliability can be tolerated?
AT&T states that their “Backbone Network” can be “available” to deliver traffic 99.9% 12 of the time –
aka ‘three-nines’. However, this level of reliable availability is unrealistic in the mid- and last-mile. As
the tangled web of optical fibers travels from the backbone to a customer’s site, the likelihood of a
service outage increases significantly because of lack of redundancy.

Small
Business
$1.5K/hr.

Medium &
Large
Business
$15K/hr.

@98.6%

$184K

@98.6%

BEST EFFORT… REALISTIC AVAILABILITY

@98.6%

First, IHS Infonetics, a technology market research firm states, “…companies suffer an average of two
network outages per month, with each event lasting approximately six hours.”3 This suggests an
uptime of 98.4%. For large enterprises this could mean an annual cost of $21.6 million.

Second, our business intelligence data (available through our system measuring downtime saved)
determines that a typical broadband connection averages 98.6%.16 This means 10.2 hours of
downtime each month representing $18.4 million each year.
Availability

Downtime
(per month)

Enterprise
$150K/hr.

Downtime
(per year)

Total cost
$18.4M per year

Large Enterprise
(Cost per year)

98.4%

12.0 hrs.

144.0 hrs.

$21,600,000

98.6%

10.2 hrs.

122.6 hrs.

$18,400,000

99.9%

0.73 hrs.

8.76 hrs.

$131,400

99.99%

0.073 hrs.

0.876 hrs.

$13,140

$1.84M

How can anyone justify these costs?
Reality

Potential
- Grace Hopper
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THE UGLY: GOOGLE ALERT FINDINGS
REPORTED CAUSE

WHAT CAUSES INTERNET OUTAGES?
The Internet is a global system of interconnected mainframe, personal, and wireless computer
networks that use the Internet protocol suite (TCP/IP) to link billions of devices worldwide. It can
be used to connect people, communities, and countries around the world. When it goes down, it
can become news-worthy and using Google Alerts with the key phrase “Internet outage”, we
identified 263 unique major Internet outages that were covered by news services during 2015.
We analyzed each incident and identified six primary causes of Internet outages as follows:
Cut Line

“Backhoe Bob”, 3rd party construction crews accidentally cutting fiber and
cable lines. On average it requires 5-6 hours to locate and repair
damaged line.

Environment

Weather-related causes (storms, lightening, etc.); Accidental fires in
buildings and adjacent infrastructure; Water-related causes from watermain breaks, Rodents chewing-up lines. The time required to repair
environmentally caused outage can vary from hours to weeks.

Malice

Vandalism, theft, cyberattacks – rising concern as it highlights the
fragility and lack of security at current exchange stations and backbone
infrastructure.

Automobile
Accident

Accidents causing damage to utility poles and exchange servers.

Infrastructure
Problem

Hardware: equipment failure, router hiccups, circuit overload, server
outage.
Software: authentication, firewall, DNS issues

Other

Power outage, utility relocation

Other
4%
Infrastructure
Problem
21%

Cut line
40%

Automobile
Accident
Malice
4%
8%
Environment
23%

LAST MILE
The vast majority of the Google Alerts incidents occurred at
the aggregation and core level. But, let’s not forget that daily,
there are thousands of outages in the last mile - without much
fanfare or coverage.
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GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN
REALIBILITY ACROSS AMERICA - GOOGLE ALERTS
The US West region leads with more reported Internet outages than all other US regions combined. The highest reports of outages occurred in Colorado, California, and
Washington state. Within the West region, the breakdown of causes were similar to the overall figures with the exception of Environment which accounted for 33%. This
figure means that almost six times more outages in the West occurred due to environment-related causes than in the rest of the country.

GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN

Infrastructure
Problem 10%

South
15%

North-East
16%

CAUSES – WEST REGION

Automobile
Accident 7%

West
53%

Cut line
41%

Malice
9%

Environment
33%

Mid-West
16%

Outages stemming from
CenturyLink, Charter, and
AT&T accounted for over
half of reported incidents in
the West.

Inevitable: 90%
Preventable: 10%
*Clarification of terms
can be found on Page 9
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THE WILD WILD WEST
2015 – A YEAR OF MISCHIEF and DANGER!
The Western region of United States experienced the most Internet outages across the United States according to Google Alerts. We took a closer look at these incidents
to dig deeper and better understand the stories. In our assessment, nearly all outages were due to “Inevitable” causes. In other words, 90 percent of causes were beyond
the control of the service provider - such as a weather or accidental cut lines. Amongst the inevitable outages, only 9 percent were due to malice but two specific incidents
raise serious concern for the widespread and systematic vulnerability of the Internet.

1

2

Northern Arizona – The dozens of mountain ranges across northern Arizona represent an inherent challenge to
service providers. With limited available redundancy, the region is highly susceptible to massive outages. For
example, when the only backbone connecting Flagstaff to Phoenix was cut last year, crews burned hours to just
locate the damage. The severed 18–inch diameter pipelines carrying millions of fibers-optic cables were found dugup in a remote area – inaccessible by vehicles. The yet-unknown culprits’ action left over 69,000 CenturyLink
customers without Internet, TV, or cellphones for over 8 hours. The outage also knocked out 911 services and
reminds us that in our digital age, the majority of critical and essential services are also reliant on Internet-based
technologies. For example, in a separate incident, more than 6,600 emergency calls went unanswered - impacting
millions of people. 13 Authorities have acknowledged the issue by fining major carriers for failing to provide essential
services. In the case of T-Mobile, Authorities handed them a $17.5 million fine for two 911 outages in 2014. 14
Northern California – Things take an even more sinister turn in the Bay Area where at least 14 known instances of
fiber-optic cable cuts in the past year are the basis for an on-going FBI investigation. Unlike common accidental cut
lines, these cuts in Fremont, Walnut Creek, Alamo, Berkeley, and San Jose occurred inside underground vaults.
Instead of cutting one of the many million cables that are easily accessible, the saboteurs targeted the heavily
secured underground vaults. The sabotage demonstrated a level of planning and preparation leading security
experts to believe that there is a possibility that the vandalism could be terrorists probing the nation’s infrastructure
and identifying ways to cripple it. To expedite the open case, AT&T is offering up to $250,000 for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of those responsible for the vandalism. 15
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INEVITABLE vs. PREVENTABLE
GROUPING CAUSES

EMERGING SUB-GROUP

On most days, the Internet and the innumerable systems it powers can be relied on to work well
enough. But, hiccups are inevitable. Whether it’s an accidentally cut line, weather & environment
problems, hacking or other causes, Internet outages are often due to forces beyond the control of the
service provider. Instances where service providers weren’t the cause, (referred to here as
“Inevitable”) totaled 78 percent of all reported incidents. All other causes that were preventable (such
as service provider hardware and software problems) totaled only 22 percent.

Preventable
22%

Inevitable

Preventable

Outages attributed to causes beyond the control of the
service provider (ex. weather, vandalism, and etc). These
causes are most common along the middle and last mile.
Infrastructure problems stemming from the service provider
(ex. Software & Hardware failure) that can be mitigated with
stronger oversight and utilization of diagnostics and improved
implementation strategies.

Inevitable
78%

A HACK SOLUTION TO ADD RELIABILITY
More redundancies are being built across the infrastructure, but reliability
remains an uphill battle. For example, a disturbing new way to lay fiber-optic
cable has emerged – it’s called micro-trenching. In theory it sounds great, but
in practice it’s a risky because the flimsy cables are very easy to damage.
Likewise, inclement weather will continually wreak havoc on critical
infrastructure that delivers the Internet. Also, those people with malicious
intentions will always find new ways to disrupt service. So, instead of setting
everything up and hoping it won’t fail, businesses should be setting up a
simple system that can respond quickly and gracefully to inevitable failures.
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OUR SOLUTION: PREVENT THE INEVITABLE
QUICK RECAP – IMPACT OF RELIABILITY
The Good is clearly evident when new business processes are imagined and executed to target strategic goals – from automation and streamlining logistics to expanding
to new markets or developing new products. This virtuous circle of value creation is enhanced by a reliable network that allows users to get the information they need when
they need it. Now, Internet connections are a necessity to access software and databases that are stored remotely in the Cloud. In a world where autonomous vehicles
aren’t science fiction but a near-reality, the stakes are much higher when the transmission of data is cut.
The Bad as examined in this report, when a network goes down – it hurts. Disruptions lead to widespread inconvenience and frustration. Even the smallest outage results
in a loss of sessions, meaning failed transactions. For example, businesses in Payson Arizona lost $100,000 in lost sales when their Internet was down. But, when you look
beyond lost sales and at the wider implications, it get ugly.
How Ugly? When things go south, business processes reliant on uptime slows to a crawl. Also, valuable resources will get reallocated from productive work to put out the
fire. The all-in cost of downtime as estimated by tech-industry firms indicate that a typical large enterprise leaves over $18 million dollars on the table every year!

A CRAZY IDEA
What if those pesky “Inevitable” causes such as accidents, weather-related
disruptions, and vandalism could be planned for and prevented?

What if businesses can have the assurance that their Internet connection will be
available when they need it – simply and reliably?

The Internet is fragile. Prevent the inevitable with a simple
and affordable solution to virtually eliminate downtime.

PREVENTED!

INEVITABLE?
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RELIABLILITY MADE EASY
OUR SOLUTION
Networks are complicated. MATRIX IT makes connectivity simple and reliable. Our
flagship technology, Always Up, allows Enterprise and SMB customers to mitigate the
risk of downtime while simplifying their wide-area-network by combining multiple Internet
connections into a single resilient and easily-managed virtual connection.

BEFORE

AFTER

PROVEN REAL WORLD SOLUTIONS

Always Up

Always Up

Reliably fast, high-quality, and always-up
Internet connections. And that’s just the
beginning. Learn more about us.
Our clients are successfully leveraging
AlwaysUp to solve unique and compelling
network challenges whether they are SMBs or
SMEs – lossless failover, stacked bandwidth,
quality of service, transmission security, and
WAN monitoring. Simply put, we help
organizations provide the reliability businesses
need by offering a better solution to prevent
messy and expensive headaches.

Please call us 1-866-490-8652 or
Email us at info@alwaysup.ca

alwaysup.ca
We offer a simple, speedy, and scalable networking
solution that is exceptionally reliable. Check us out!
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